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CHRIS UNGER TAKES DOWN MONSTER STACK
Chris Unger wins the $400 No-Limit Hold’em Monster Stack to earn $76,420.
The $400 No-Limit Hold ’em Monster Stack event at the Bicycle Casino World Series of
Poker Circuit just ended with Chris Unger as the last man standing.
“It feels awesome. This was actually my first real big tournament, because I haven’t been
playing much at all. I have been working a lot,” said Unger, who is working as a Grip,
building movie sets outside of poker.
The three-day event attracted a large field of 996 entrants, but only 139 of them remained
when Day 1 concluded. Unger bagged a stack of 156,000, putting him in the low end of the
chip counts. Unger’s tournament life could have ended way earlier, after finding himself
short-stacked late Day 1.
“I had eight big blinds, and I shipped ten-five of clubs and got called by queen-five and hit
the three-outer against the guy that came in second; otherwise I wouldn’t be here,” Unger
explained.
Despite the early adversity, the 29-year-old hung around to see the start of Day 3, with only
17 other players remaining. A series of notable names were still in the hunt at the
beginning of Day 3, including two-time ring winner Alan Myerson and three-time ring
winner Sohale Khalili. However, when the last card was dealt, Chris Unger was the only
remaining player.
“I never really thought I had a good shot of winning. I was the short stack for the majority
of the tournament, and once it got down to a Final table I was still short. I had a couple of
bad beats here and there, but I ended up taking down the W,” said Unger.

Unger maneuvered a massive field of 996 players to earn $76,420 and his first WSOP
Circuit ring. He also earns a seat in the Tournament of Champions, held in Las Vegas in the
summer of 2022.
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